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We present a theoretical study of vibrationally resolved and unresolved molecular-frame photoelectron angular
distributions (MFPADs) resulting from K-shell photoionization of N2, CO, C2H2, NH3, CH4, CF4, BF3, and SF6
in the range of photoelectron energies 0–500 eV. We show that the MFPADs of NH3 and CH4, averaged over the
polarization direction, image the molecular geometry at very low energies but also at selected higher energies. For
all other molecules, the MFPADs do not image the system’s geometry. However, for molecules containing heavy
atoms in the periphery, CF4, BF3, and SF6, and for N2 and CO, the polarization-averaged MFPADs reflect the
partial accumulation of the photoelectron density in the region surrounded by the peripheral atoms. For energies
at which this accumulation occurs, the MFPADs encode information about the three dimensional arrangement
of the system. In general, the polarization averaged MFPADs remain quite anisotropic even at photoelectron
energies as high as 500 eV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Photoelectrons emerging from localized inner shells of
molecules in gas phase are scattered coherently (diffracted)
by the molecular potential, thus carrying valuable information
about the structure of the isolated molecule. How to extract
this information from experimental observables is a problem
that has received considerable attention in the past few
years, partly because methods designed to provide a temporal
picture of structural changes in the gas phase, e.g., ultrafast
electron diffraction [1], x-ray diffraction [2], or high-harmonic
generation [3], are based on this phenomenon. Experimental
techniques that make use of synchrotron radiation have also
been revealed as very helpful. For example, recent work
has shown that intramolecular electron diffraction arising
from inner-shell photoionization of diatomic and polyatomic
molecules leads to pronounced oscillations in the ratios of
vibrationally resolved cross sections, from which the bond
lengths of the molecule and its corresponding cation can be
determined with reasonable accuracy [4–7]. The method is
particularly well suited at high photoelectron energies, where
the details of the molecular potential can be ignored, and
therefore simple semianalytical models can be used to fit the
spectra and extract structure parameters.
More sophisticated approaches aim at measuring
molecular-frame photoelectron angular distributions
(MFPADs) [8,9]. In these measurements, the molecule
has a well-defined orientation with respect to the polarization
of the light field, orientation that can be achieved by
laser alignment [10,11] or detection of photoelectrons in
coincidence with positively charged fragments [12]. In
general, MFPADs reflect those details of the molecular
potential that are hidden in measurements performed in
the laboratory frame (in which all information related to
molecular orientation is lost). Paradoxically, the richer
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information contained in the MFPADs makes also their
interpretation rather difficult. Thus, although simplified
models have been developed to accurately extract structural
information [13], the latter is often a very challenging task.
Very recently, MFPADs for the CH4 molecule have been
determined by detecting the photoelectron in coincidence with
the positively charged fragments that result from dissociation
following prompt Auger decay of CH+4 [14,15]. The surprising
result is that, at very low photoelectron energies, the electron
is mainly ejected along the bond directions. Consequently,
when the MFPAD is averaged over all polarization directions,
the resulting distribution provides a direct imaging of the
molecular geometry. This prediction is in agreement with
results of elaborate theoretical calculations for CH4, H2O,
and NH3 within the fixed-nuclei approximation [16]. The
method consisting of measuring polarization-averaged MF-
PADs (hereafter called PAMFPADs) at low energy is very
appealing because it avoids any further processing of the
experimental data, so it is worth investigating its generality
by considering molecules with different atomic centers and
different symmetries. It also raises the question about the
range of photoelectron energies in which direct imaging is
expected to be observed. The measurements of Ref. [15] show
that, for CH4, the PAMFPADs become almost isotropic and
hence do not image the molecular geometry at energies as low
as 15 eV, but it remains to be seen if imaging is possible at
higher energies and, if not, if there is still structural information
that can be obtained from them. Furthermore, as current
experimental techniques are able to provide vibrationally
resolved MFPADs [17], it is also important to investigate if
the latter can also image the molecular geometry.
In this paper, we present a systematic theoretical study
of vibrationally resolved and unresolved MFPADs in K-shell
photoionization of N2, CO, C2H2, NH3, CH4, CF4, BF3, and
SF6 in the range of photoelectron energies 0–500 eV. We
show that the PAMFPADs of NH3 and CH4 do image the
molecular geometry at very low energies but also at selected
high energies. For all other molecules, the PAMFPADs do
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not provide a direct imaging of the system’s geometry at
almost any energy. However, for the molecules containing the
heavier atomic species CF4, BF3, and SF6, but also N2 and
CO, and for selected energy intervals, the PAMFPADs reflect
partial accumulation of the photoelectron density in the region
surrounded by the peripheral atoms, which is thus related to
the three-dimensional arrangement of the system.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
The theoretical method has been explained in detail in
previous work [7,18]. Briefly, vibrationally resolved photoion-
ization cross sections were evaluated within the dipole and
Born-Oppenheimer approximations. Bound and continuum
electronic wave functions were calculated by using the static-
exchange density functional theory (DFT) as described in,
e.g., Refs. [19,20]. The electronic Kohn-Sham equations were
solved by using a representation in a basis of B-spline
functions [21]. In order to include the nuclear motion, the elec-
tronic wave functions and the corresponding potential energy
surfaces were evaluated over a wide range of nuclear positions.
As photoionization mainly leads to molecular cations with
excitation in the symmetric stretching mode, calculations were
restricted to this normal coordinate by keeping all the other
normal coordinates frozen at their values of the equilibrium
geometry. The vibrational wave functions were obtained by
solving the corresponding vibrational Schro¨dinger equation in
a basis of B splines.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the calculated total photoionization cross
sections. They are in good agreement with the experimental
measurements [22–28]. Except for SF6, the cross-sectional
values are rather similar for all systems in a wide range of
photoelectron energies,  > 70 eV. At low , several structures
are apparent. Those appearing just above the ionization
threshold are usually assigned to shape resonances,1 while
the others, which are superimposed on the rapidly decreasing
background, are due to diffraction of the photoelectron by the
peripheral atomic centers [18]. Figure 2 shows a comparison
between calculated and experimental MFPADs of CH4 for
three typical orientations of the molecule with respect to
the polarization axis and for the average over polarization
direction. The agreement between theoretical and experimen-
tal results [14,15] is good. Our results are also in excellent
agreement with the theoretical ones reported in Ref. [16],
which were obtained in the fixed-nuclei approximation. From
this comparison, we conclude that the PAMFPAD of CH4
indeed images the molecular geometry and that the nuclear
motion has a very minor effect on the shape of the vibrationally
unresolved MFPADs.
Figure 3 shows the PAMFPADs for K-shell ionization
of CO, N2, C2H2, NH3, CH4, CF4, BF3, and SF6 at some
selected photoelectron energies [29]. As can be seen, the
1Feshbach resonances associated with doubly excited states may
also appear close to the ionization threshold; however, they cannot be
described by the present static-exchange DFT method.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Cross sections as functions of photo-
electron energy. (a) Lines: present calculations for N2 (blue [dark
gray]), CO (red [gray]), C2H2 (orange [light gray]), and NH3 (dashed
line). Symbols: experimental results from Refs. [22] (N2, squares),
[23] (CO, renormalized data, circles), and [24] (C2H2, triangles).
(b) Lines: present calculations for CH4 (turquoise [light gray]),
CF4 (gray), BF3 (violet [dark gray]), and SF6 (pink [pale gray]).
Symbols: experimental results from Refs. [25] (CH4, circles), [26]
(CF4, diamonds), [27] (BF3, squares), and [28] (SF6, triangles). The
photoelectron energy is given by [hν -IP], where IP is the energy
required to remove an electron from the K shell of the molecule by
leaving the cation in the ground vibrational state.
PAMFPADs are far from being isotropic even at photoelectron
energies as high as 500 eV. In general, they largely differ
from molecule to molecule and behave very differently as a
function of photoelectron energy. This is in spite of the fact that
some molecules, like CH4 and CF4, have a similar structure
and belong to the same symmetry group (Td ). At very low
photoelectron energy, say below 10 eV, the PAMFPADs
of NH3 and CH4 (with C3v and Td point group symme-
tries, respectively) image the molecular geometry. These two
distributions become nearly isotropic at around 30–40 eV,
then reflect again the molecular geometry up to 100–200 eV,
and then become again nearly isotropic (even more than at
30–40 eV). The vibrationally resolved PAMFPADs, among
which more than 90% correspond to leaving CH+4 and NH
+
3
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FIG. 2. (Color online) MFPADs and MFPADs averaged over
the polarization direction for K-shell ionization of CH4 at two
photoelectron energies, 4.35 and 15.25 eV. Top row: experimental
data from Refs. [14,15]. Bottom row: present calculations. The arrow
represents the polarization direction.
in the v = 0 ground vibrational state, behave in the same
way. For the linear molecules N2 and C2H2 (D∞h symmetry)
and CO (C∞v symmetry), the PAMFPADs never image the
molecular geometry, even at very low photoelectron energy.
As discussed in Refs. [18,30], for N2 and, consequently, for
C2H2, confinement effects, due to the transient trapping of
the photoelectron when the latter escapes along the bond and
its wavelength matches twice the N-N or C-C internuclear
distances, respectively, are expected to occur. This has been
predicted and observed in K-shell photoionization of N2, CO,
and H2 [30,31] and it is the reason why the PAMFPAD of
C2H2 exhibits a sort of diabolo shape at around 200 eV: It
simply reflects the fact that the photoelectron does not escape
preferentially along the internuclear axis. At these energies, the
additional perpendicular lobes are simply due to double-slit
interferences as those already predicted and observed in
K-shell ionization of N2 [5,18,30] and H2 [4,31,32].
CH4 and CF4 belong to the same symmetry group, Td ;
however, their PAMFPADs are quite different. Close to the
ionization threshold, for  < 12 eV, the CF4 PAMFPAD
changes dramatically with photoelectron energy. This is the
region where the cross section exhibits peaks associated with
shape resonances (see Fig. 1). In this region, not only does
the PAMFPAD not image the molecular geometry but also
the main lobes lie preferentially in between the C-F bonds.
For  > 150 eV, the PAMFPADs are mainly composed of
two parts: The first one, consisting of four lobes along the
C-F bonds, barely changes with ; the second one, which lies
around the central C atom, oscillates with  through successive
implosions and explosions, increasing the number of lobes
after each implosion. The PAMFPADs of the planar molecule
BF3 (point group symmetry D3h) and the octahedral molecule
SF6 (Oh) follow a similar pattern: At low energies, the main
lobes lie in between the molecular bonds, even more clearly
than in CF4; at high energies, the main lobes follow the bonds
irrespective of  and the breathing of the central structure is
systematically accompanied by the appearance of new lobes
as  increases.
FIG. 3. (Color online) MFPADS averaged over polarization directions for K-shell ionization of CO [C (1 s−1)], N2, C2H2, NH3, CH4, CF4
[C (1 s−1)], BF3 [B (1 s−1)], and SF6 [S (1 s−1)], in the range of photoelectron energies 0–500 eV. For better visualization, all MFPADs have
been renormalized to the same maximum value.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) PAMFPADs exhibiting the smallest lobes
along the bonds relative to the central lobes. PAMFPADs are
renormalized as in Fig. 3. The corresponding photoelectron energies
are compared to the eigenenergies (within parentheses) of an electron
contained in a one-dimensional (N2 and C2H2), triangular (BF3),
tetrahedral (CF4), and octahedral (SF6) potential box. The latter three
have been obtained by using the experimental bond distances in the
formulas given, respectively, in Refs. [33,34], and [34,35] (see text).
A possible explanation for this behavior is the following:
Fluorine is a very electronegative element and, therefore, has
an excess of negative charge. Thus, slow electrons escaping
from the central atom are repelled by the negatively charged
F atoms and escape preferentially in between the bonds. In
contrast, at high , the electron can efficiently penetrate the
electron cloud and feel the strong nuclear attraction, so that
it escapes preferentially along the bonds and is efficiently
diffracted by the F nuclei. Although the mean potential felt by
the photoelectron is attractive everywhere, the photoelectron
can still be transiently trapped in between the central and
the peripheral atoms when its energy approximately matches
that of a virtual single-electron state of the molecule. The
effect is similar to that observed in the resonant scattering
of a particle by an attractive potential box of finite depth at
positive impact energies and does not require the existence of
potential barriers. It is also similar to the confinement effect
described in Refs. [30,31] and above for diatomic molecules,
and for C2H2 (in the latter case, confinement only occurs
in between the two C atoms). To check the validity of this
interpretation in the case of fluorine substituted molecules, we
have used the formulas reported in Refs. [33–35] to calculate
the eigenvalues of the triangular, tetrahedral, and octahedral
potential boxes that are built by assuming that the distance
between the geometric center of the box and the vertices
is equal to the bond length.2 In Fig. 4, we compare these
eigenvalues with the photoelectron energies at which the
PAMFPADs exhibit the largest relative contributions in the
central part of the molecule. For completeness, we have also
added the results for N2 and C2H2, as well as the PAMFPADs
at the corresponding photoelectron energies. As can be seen,
there is qualitative agreement between photoelectron energies
and box eigenvalues.
2For the triangular box, we have used the known exact formula
from Ref. [33]. For the tetrahedral and octahedral boxes, as only
variational approximations to the ground-state energy are known [34],
the calculated eigenvalues are only approximate; the second lowest
eigenenergy of the tetrahedral box is not known, so we have used that
of a K-tetrahedron [35] rescaled so that the ground-state energies of
both tetrahedra are identical.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Vibrationally resolved PAMFPADs result-
ing from K-shell ionization of BF3 for three photoelectron energies
and for the final v = 0–8 vibrational states of BF+3 . PAMFPADs are
renormalized as in Fig. 3.
We turn now our attention to the vibrationally resolved
MFPADs. By far, for all molecules investigated here, the dom-
inant vibrational progression corresponds to the symmetric
stretching mode. The largest progression is obtained for BF3.
K-shell photoionization of this molecule leads to a significant
population of BF+3 cations in vibrational states from v = 0 to
v = 7 [36]; among them, the largest probability corresponds to
v = 2–3. For all the other polyatomic molecules, the dominant
ionization channel is v = 0, and the vibrational progression is
limited to two or at most three vibrational levels [37,38]. Thus
BF3 is the ideal system to investigate changes in the MFPADs
due to the nuclear motion. Figure 5 shows the vibrationally
resolved PAMFPADs for this molecule at three selected values
of the photoelectron energies given in Fig. 3. By comparing the
results of Fig. 5 with the movies for the unresolved PAMFPADs
given in the Supplemental Material [29], one can see that
PAMFPADs for high v look like unresolved PAMFPADs at
slightly higher photoelectron energy. This can be explained as
follows. Although for all vibrationally resolved PAMFPADs
the energy carried by the electron is the same, the average B-F
distance that the electron sees increases as v increases due to
anharmonicity. Therefore, electrons that leave BF+3 in a high
v will see a larger potential box, so that the corresponding
energy eigenvalues will be shifted down with respect to the
original box and the escaping electron will behave in practice
as having a larger relative energy.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, direct imaging of molecular geometry by
means of K-shell PAMFPADs is only observed for simple
hydrides at very low and selected high kinetic energies. For all
other molecules, namely diatomics (or quasidiatomics) and
molecules containing a central atom surrounded by atoms
significantly heavier than H, the PAMFPADs do not reflect
the system’s geometry. Still, the PAMFPADs for the latter
molecules reflect partial accumulation of the photoelectron
density in the region surrounded by the peripheral atoms,
which encodes information about the three-dimensional ar-
rangement of the system. In general, the PAMFPADs remain
anisotropic even at photoelectron energies as high as 500 eV.
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